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Background
The current financing structure and incentive model based on Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) for
biomedical Research and Development (R&D) and innovation has failed to deliver (a) adequate
resources for R&D that addresses global health priorities, and in particular the needs of developing
countries, and (b) new medical products that are suitable, widely accessible and affordable to people
in developing countries once they are developed. This has resulted in a lack of access to suitable and
affordable medicines in developing countries.i
This systemic failure - and the need to come up with a structural solution – has been widely
recognized: in the 2006 World Health Organization (WHO) CIPIH report, by WHO Member States in
2008 in the Global Strategy and Plan of Action on Public Health, Innovation and Intellectual property,
and in 2010 by European Union (EU) Member States in the Council Conclusions on the EU role in
Global Health.ii
Despite this widespread recognition of a systemic failure in addressing priority global health needs,
solutions have resulted in an ad hoc patchwork of publicly-funded and philanthropic initiatives. Sadly,
this falls short of a politically and financially sustainable institutional arrangement which would ensure
sufficient investment in medical global R&D, fair arrangements for burden sharing, efficient knowledge
sharing that enables scientific progress, and equitable access to the fruits of scientific innovation.
Member States have looked to the WHO to promote the seismic shift that clearly needs to me made.
The Consultative Expert Working Group (CEWG) established specifically for this purpose has now
singled out a binding biomedical R&D convention as the politically and financially sustainable
institutional arrangement that will ensure a realistic structural change in how R&D for priority health
needs is financed, prioritised and incentivized.iii

Recommendations
Health Action International (HAI) and the Alianza LAC-Global (Alianza) commend the CEWG for its
clear and realistic vision and support the CEWG recommendation that negotiations begin on a binding
biomedical R&D convention. As a minimum, it should include the following elements:
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Adequate, predictable and equitable funding of R&D for priority global health needs
Sustainable and predictable sources of financing are crucial for biomedical R&D. Current funding
commitments are, however, dependent on political will of donor countries, private donors and some
corporate social responsibility policies. Member states should therefore commit to a binding level of
public funding for R&D relevant to global health priorities, based on the principle of fair and equitable
burden sharing. The CEWG recommends a commitment to a threshold of at least 0,01% of GDP
government-funded R&D, devoted to meeting the health needs of poor countries.iv The Alianza and
HAI would like to draw attention to the importance of appropriate safeguards to prevent Member
States from meeting this binding commitment by simply diverting resources from other domestic health
priorities.
Coordination of R&D: improve priority setting based on global health needs
The biomedical R&D convention should further develop inclusive and transparent coordination
mechanisms to identify and establish priority areas of needs-driven R&D and funding needs. Within
this framework, HAI and the Alianza propose that the scope of diseases should be comprehensive and
cover all priority global health needs and at least include Type II and Type III diseases and the specific
R&D needs of developing countries in relation to Type I diseases.v
In respect of allocation of R&D financing, HAI and the Alianza propose giving Member States the
opportunity to (partially) allocate their R&D contributions in their own countries or to different pooled
funds: provided that such funding is at all times consistent with global R&D priorities and the norms
and policies governing publicly funded R&D under the R&D convention.vi
Within an R&D coordination framework, sufficient consideration should be given to adequate
transparency and the management of conflicts of interest. There must be a clear policy and systematic
approach to transparency and conflict of interest declarations to ensure that those representing
commercial interests are not part of policy formation and norm–setting.vii
Norm-setting instrument
New approaches to innovation are needed because although IPRs can provide an incentive for
innovation, it is widely acknowledged this this incentive is insufficient to address the majority of global
health priorities in developing countries.viii These norms and policies can be complementary to the
existing system and a variety of them are already being explored by governments, private funders and
industry.ix
An R&D convention would provide the framework to consolidate existing and innovative approaches
and include criteria to govern publicly funded R&D that ensure (a) more transparent, efficient and
needs-driven R&D, and (b) medical products that are widely accessible and affordable to people in
developing countries once they are developed. The Alianza and HAI recognize that such norms and
policies should at least include measures that:
Encourage R&D guided by an open knowledge innovation approach. A crucial element of this
approach is that R&D costs are delinked from medical product prices to replace the traditional
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incentive expectations of high monopoly medicines prices through patents.x Examples of such models
are open source innovation and prize funds.
Ensure the broadest possible dissemination and use of R&D results by acknowledging that publicly
funded R&D outputs – including clinical trial data - are a global public good and should be in the public
domain, or made available through appropriate open licensing approaches.
Ensure overall transparency of global medical innovation by requiring data on costs of R&D, other
resource flows used to support R&D, and on medicines prices and revenues to be made publicly
available.xi

How to proceed
We consider a binding agreement to be necessary to overcome the collective action problems
inherent to the global public good element of global biomedical knowledge. xii
Because a binding R&D convention can be an instrument that benefits high, middle and low income
countries, reaching such a binding multilateral agreement is also a feasible outcome. Moreover, the
alternative of non-binding recommendations is not by definition easier to negotiate and the result, even
if achieved, may also be considerably weaker and would not secure the necessary changes.
Negotiating and administering a binding biomedical R&D convention falls clearly within the WHO
mandate.
This process can further strengthen the WHO’s mandate in the ongoing WHO reform program.
Parties can and should now agree on the need for a systemic solution in the form of a binding R&D
convention.
We recognize the need for countries to continue analyzing in detail all technical and practical
implications of the different elements of the proposed biomedical R&D convention. This does not
justify, however, postponing discussing the commitment to start negotiating a binding convention.
There is an international consensus on the failures of the current R&D system and the CEWG
recommendation to start negotiating a binding R&D convention brings to a close a more than 10 year
effort by the international community to formulate a structural solution to a systemic failure in R&D
meeting global health needs.xiii This solution can no longer be postponed.
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HIV/AIDS, antibiotics and other products. As another sign of the changing times, the Gates Foundation, which
normally is closely aligned with big PhRMA companies, has recently invested the design of new innovation
inducement prizes for diagnostic devices and other R&D targets.”
x

This will not only make medicines more affordable, it will also stimulate generic competition and ensure
sustainable access. Removing IP barriers to entry into the market will allow more players – also in developing
countries - to take part in the process of production and innovation. This is not only a desirable situation from
the point of view of the right of development but also the most effective way to ensure a sustainable supply of
medicines. Generic competition has proven to be the most effective way to lower the price of medicines and
ensure affordability:
xi
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